Introduction
As the induction motor is one of the most popular motor in the field of commercial and industrial fields due to its simple construction but due to its complexity of torque speed curve where there is no decoupling between the field power and the armature power as DC motor. The objective of the field oriented control technique of the induction machine is to treat it as a DC machine where the armature current and the field flux are two independent variables controlling the developed electromagnetic torque such that T = k t I f Ia whereT :is the developed torque I f : is the field current I a : is the armature current K t : is the machine constant Therefore, the torque can be controlled either by increasing the I a or I f and also the speed can be increased by increasing a I or reducing If (field weakening). This technique of control the DC machine can be applied to AC machines by decomposing the machine currents into two orthogonal components: I ds (the direct axis component of the stator current) which represent the field current in the DC machine and I qs (the quadrature axis component of the statorcurrent) which is responsible for torque production. Thedeveloped electromagnetic torque is given by: T= K t I qs I ds and the control will be imitated as in DC machine
Hardware Block Diagram

Fig.1
A single phase ac supply is given to the circuit which passes to the rectifier in order to convert it to dc output voltage. The output is then filtered using a capacitor setup to remove the harmonics.The three phase inverter consists of MOSFETs and diodes. Pulses are given to the three phase inverter by the dsPIC controller. The closed loop circuit mainly comprises of an error signal generated by the difference between output speed of the motor and input reference speed set up by the operator. This error signal is then minimized in the dsPIC Controller and pulses are generated which are given to the inverter to generate output accordingly.
II.
Mathematical Modelling
(2) Torque: T = -a*I ds + b*I qs (3) Flux: q = mag(a + ib) (4) Angle: theta = angle(a + ib) (5) abc to dq:
abc to dq conversion: I a =-V q *sin(theta) + V d *cos(theta) (10) I b =(-cos(theta)+1.7320508*sin(theta))(11) *V d *0.5+(sin(theta)+1.7320508* cos(theta))*V q *0.5 Motor Parameters Rr= 9.295e-3; Lr=0.3027e-3; Ts=20e-6; Lm=10.46e-3; fc=16; kp=100; ki=30; p=2; Tvect=20e-6;
III. Simulation Blocks
Main Block: Fig.2  A 3 phase input of 460v is given to the system which is then converted to dc output using rectifier circuit which is used as source of constant supply for the MOSFET.
Subsystem:
Fig.3
The error signal is generated depending on the reference speed and output speed, which is then used to generate V q and V d which is eventually used to generate current pulses which is used as input to the MOSFET 3 phase inverter.
Torque and flux generation:
Fig. 4 The stator input voltages and currents are converted into the quadrature and direct axis components. The Torque and Flux components are calculated by using the formulas (3) and (4) respectively dq_V_Transform and dq_I_Transform:
Fig.5
The formulas used in order to construct this subsystem are the formulaes (6), (7), (8) and (9). This system is used to convert the three phase ac voltage and currents into their quadrature and direct axis components. DQ-ABC1:
Fig.6
The calculated quadrature and direct axis components are then again converted into the three phase abc components. The formulas used are (10) and (11) respectively.
Current Regulator:
Fig. 7 The current regulator creates the current pulses which serve the gate of the inverter The inverter as shown in Fig.1 is then used to generate the input stator voltage V abc for the induction motor. The output of this goes to the inverter in the main block as shown in the Fig.2 Simulation results Speed:
Fig.8
The speed when reference speed is set at 1500 rpm Stator currents: 
IV.
Hardware Setup
Fig.12
A 3 phase inverter has 6 MOSFET switches that are controlled in order to generate an AC output from the DC input. The power inverter has 6 switches that are controlled in order to generate an AC output from the DC input. PWM signals generated from the microcontroller control these 6 gate pulses. The phase voltage is determined by the duty cycle of the PWM signals. In time, a maximum of three switches will be on, either one upper and two lower switches, or two upper and one lower switch. When the switches are on, current flows from the DC bus to the motor winding. The PWM signals generated from the dsPIC Controller depends upon the input reference speed set by the user and the output of the induction motor.
V. Conclusion
In this project control of field oriented induction motor is discussed and the same is implemented in the MATLAB simulation.The output of speed, stator currents, voltage input to the motor and current pulses input to the gate are obtained. Speed control of induction motor is also done in the hardware using dsPIC microcontroller for better response time of the output.
VI. Future work
The response time of the setup is an issue that requires attention and can be made better by using better quality controllers and more efficient instruments.
